This collection of the UAW President's Office was placed in the Archives of Labor and Urban Affairs in April of 1989, and was opened for research in May of 1992.

The papers in this collection include correspondence from UAW presidents Walter P. Reuther, Leonard Woodcock, and Douglas A. Fraser; and transcripts of speeches from presidents Leonard Woodcock, and Douglas A. Fraser.

Walter P. Reuther was elected president of the UAW in March of 1946, and held the office for 24 years, until his death. Among the benefits gained for UAW members under Reuther were the guaranteed annual wage, health insurance for workers and their families, and supplemental unemployment benefits.

Leonard Woodcock was named president of the UAW in May 1970, following the death of Walter P. Reuther. Mr. Woodcock was elected to a full term at the union's 23rd Constitutional Convention in April 1972, and re-elected in 1974. He retired in May 1977. During his tenure as UAW President, Mr. Woodcock led the union in acquiring such contract gains as dental insurance, restrictions on overtime, and stronger health and safety provisions.

Douglas A. Fraser served as president of the UAW from May 1977 until he retired in 1984. Mr. Fraser became the first union leader elected to the board of an American Corporation (Chrysler), a seat he held from 1980 to 1984. As President of the UAW, Mr. Woodcock gained benefits for UAW Members, and maintained a vigorous involvement in community activities.

The papers in this collection include various correspondence from the offices of these three presidents, dealing briefly with many subjects. The papers also include speeches and transcripts from presidents Leonard Woodcock and Douglas A. Fraser.

A chronological listing of the speeches, statements, and transcripts in the collection begins on p. 6.
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UAW President's Office: Correspondence, 1969-1983.
Boxes 1-6

Correspondence, memoranda, reports, and other materials relating
to the offices of UAW Presidents Walter P. Reuther, Leonard
Woodcock, and Douglas A. Fraser during their presidential
tenures. Files are arranged chronologically.

This series is divided into the following three sub series:

Sub series A: Walter P. Reuther's Office: Correspondence. 1969-
1970, Box 1

Correspondence in various forms to and from the office of
Walter P. Reuther.

Sub series B: Leonard Woodcock's Office: Correspondence, 1970-
1977, Box 1-3
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Transcripts of speeches, testimony before government and other agencies, press releases, and written statements from UAW Presidents Leonard Woodcock and Douglas A. Fraser during their presidential tenures. Files are arranged chronologically.

This series is divided into the following two sub series:

Box 6

Statements in various formats from Leonard Woodcock during his UAW presidency.

Sub series B: Douglas A. Fraser's Statements, June 1976-April 1983, Boxes 6-8

Statements in various formats from Douglas A. Fraser, mostly during his UAW presidency.
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CHRONOLOGICAL LISTING OF DOCUMENTS IN SERIES II

Subseries A: Leonard Woodcock


Feb 23, 1971  Testimony before the Subcommittee on Health of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.

Jun 16, 1971  Remarks at UAW Region 1B Leadership Meeting.

Sep 20, 1971  Statement before the Joint Economic Committee with respect to the Administration's "New Economic Policy".

Oct 19, 1971  The Economic Game Plan, speech given at Kansas State University.


Oct 7, 1972  Democracy and Auto Workers, remarks prepared for delivery to the convention of Federation of Japan Automobiles Union (Jidosha Roren), Kyoto.

Oct 11, 1972  Multinational Corporation Must be Made Accountable to World Labor, address prepared for delivery to the IMF 2nd Asian Regional Conference, Sydney, Australia.


Nov 14, 1972  Remarks before the National Foreign Trade Convention, New York.

Nov 28, 1972  Labor and the Economic Impact of Environmental
Control Requirements, speech presented to the
Conference on Jobs and the Environment--Whose
Jobs? Whose Environment?--Sponsored by the
Institute of Industrial Relations, University of
California, Berkeley.

Apr 14, 1973  Statement before the Senate Committee on
Aeronautical and Space Sciences hearings on NASA

May 23, 1973  Statement on Pension Reform Legislation before
Private Pension Plans Subcommittee, U.S. Senate
Finance Committee.

Nov 1, 1973  Changing World of Work: A Labor Viewpoint, remarks
to meeting of The American Assembly, New York.

Feb 20, 1974  A National Energy Program, remarks before The
Economic Club of Chicago.


Sep 27-8, 1974  Remarks to the Economic Summit Conference on
Inflation, Washington, D.C.

Dec 10, 1974  Labor and International Affairs, remarks before
the Chicago Council on Foreign Relations.

Feb 19, 1975  Statement on the President's Economic Report,
presented to the Joint Economic Committee.

Nov 14, 1976  A UAW Statement in Support of a National Labor
Extension Service, delivered by Odessa Komer, UAW
vice President, Third Annual Joint Labor Education
Conference at Black Lake.

Jan 11, 1977  Press Conference regarding reaffiliation with AFL-
CIO and other matters. Solidarity House.

Jan 13, 1977  Remarks to Washington Journalism Center's
Conference on Quality of Health Care, Washington,
D.C.

Feb 9, 1977  Material submitted to the Senate Subcommittee on
Environmental Pollution.

Feb 12, 1977  Lead: A Union Program for Action, closing remarks
from UAW Lead Conference, Cleveland.

Feb 20, 1977  Remarks at the University of Nebraska at Omaha.
Feb 28, 1977  Statement at UAW Legislative Conference, Washington, D.C.

Mar 3, 1977  Testimony before the Subcommittee on Health of the Committee on Ways and Means and Subcommittee on Health and the Environment of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce on Medicare-Medicaid Anti-Fraud and Abuse Amendments.


April 1977  Testimony on OSHA’s Proposed Standard for Occupational Exposure to Lead before U.S. Department of Labor Occupational Safety and Health Administration.

Apr 1, 1977  Testimony on Biomedical Research Policy before the Subcommittee on Health and Scientific Research of the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare.

Apr 1, 1977  Statement before the Subcommittee on Trade of the Committee on Ways and Means on Adjustment Assistance under the Trade Act of 1974.

Apr 7, 1977  Remarks at Opening Session UGT-Metal Congress Palacio de Congresos, Barcelona, Spain.


May 15, 1977  Keynote speech at the 25th UAW Constitutional Convention, Convention Center, Los Angeles.

Jun 4, 1977  Health Security—How to Redeem the Promise, prepared for delivery to the Oregon Committee for Health Security.

Jun 15, 1977  Remarks before the Executive Committee of the Committee for National Health Insurance.
Subseries B; Douglas A. Fraser


May 18, 1977  Keynote speech before the 25th UAW Constitutional Convention, Convention Center, Los Angeles.

May 26, 1977  Testimony on President's Hospital Cost Containment Legislation (s. 1391) before the Subcommittee on Health and Scientific Research, U.S. Senate Committee on Human Resources.

May 29, 1977  Meet the Press, transcript.

Jun 16, 1977  Introductory remarks at Conference on "Health Care: The Underserved and Overcharged".

Jun 23, 1977  Introduction of President Fraser by vice President Irving Bluestone at the UAW National GM Council Meeting, Dallas.

Jul 12, 1977  Jobs and Imports: The Need to Compete, speech before the Automotive News World Congress, Detroit.


Jul 19, 1977  Testimony on President's Social Security Proposals, before the Subcommittee on Social Security, House Committee on Ways and Means.


Sep 4, 1977  Labor Day message.

Sep 9, 1977  Interview which appeared in The Nation.


Nov 2, 1977  Testimony on President's Welfare Reform Proposal
H.R. 9030, by Melvin A. Glasser, Director Social Security Department, UAW, before The Welfare Reform Subcommittee of the Committee on Agriculture, Committee on Education and Labor, Committee on Education and Labor, Committee on Ways and Means of the U.S. House of Representatives.

Nov 3, 1977 Statement before the Senate Committee on Human Resources on Labor Law Reform.


Apr 28, 1978 Urban Grant University Program, statement.

May 7, 1978 Statement presented by Odessa Komer at the Women's Rally on Labor Law Reform.


Aug 2, 1978    Statement on Proposed Natural Gas Pricing
             Compromise.

Aug 8, 1978 National Urban League Conference, Business and
             Labor Luncheon, Los Angeles Convention Center.

Sep 3, 1978    News release urging rededication to social,
             political justice on Labor Day.

Nov 15, 1978   The Health Care Dilemma--A Labor View, address to
             the 1978 Symposium of the Blue Cross-Blue Shield
             Corporation of Chicago.

Jan 29, 1979   The Challenges Labor Faces in 1979, before the
             Economic Club of Detroit.

Feb 17, 1979   Health Care Issues and Answers, address to the
             American Medical Association Annual Leadership
             Conference, Chicago.

Feb 28, 1979   Statement on the Fiscal year 1980 budget,
             submitted to the U.S. House of Representatives
             Committee on the Budget.

Mar 10, 1979   Sense and a National Health Policy, address to the
             University of California, Los Angeles Conference
             on Proposals for a National Health Policy, Beverly
             Hills, California.

Mar 30, 1979   Statement to the National Commission on
             Unemployment Compensation.

April, 1979    Supplemental Position of the International Union,
             UAW, submitted to the National Commission on
             Unemployment Compensation.

May 13, 1979   Meeting Human Needs: The Present Imperative,
             address at the National Conference on Social
             Welfare, Philadelphia.

May 21, 1979   "The UAW has its own Management Problem",
             article by Lee Smith in *Fortune*.

May 23, 1979   Statement on H.R. 3333 by Howard Paster,
             Legislative Director, UAW, submitted to the U.S.
             House of Representatives Subcommittee on
             Communications, House Interstate and Foreign
             Commerce Committee.

May 30-Jun 1, 1979 UAW National General Motors Council, report,
             Pittsburgh.

Jun 8, 1979   Statement on S. 611 and S. 622 by Howard Paster, Legislative Director, UAW, submitted to U.S. Senate Communications Subcommittee of the Senate Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation.

Jun 18-20, 1979   Remarks on SALT II.


Jul 16, 1979   Press Conference with Douglas A. Fraser and UAW vice President Irving Bluestone on opening day of UAW/General Motors Corporation negotiations.

Jul 17, 1979   Press Conference with Douglas A. Fraser and UAW vice President Ken Bannon on opening day of UAW/Ford Motor Company negotiations.

Jul 18, 1979   Press Conference with Douglas A. Fraser and UAW vice President Marc Stepp on opening day of UAW/Chrysler Corporation negotiations.


Nov 19, 1979   Statement before the Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban Affairs, U.S. Senate.

Nov 29, 1979   Testimony before the joint hearings of the Health Subcommittee, House Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee, House committee on Ways and Means.

Jan 13, 1980   Keynote address before the 1980 UAW National CAP Conference.


Mar 19, 1980   Statement before the Task Force on Federal
Spending Limitations, U.S. House of Representatives. Committee on Rules.

Apr 16, 1980 Seminar on Collective Bargaining, at Cleveland State University.


Apr 23, 1980 Health Care and Environmental Health Public Policy-Issues as Viewed by Consumers, address at the Health Policy Forum, Harvard School of Public Health, Boston.

Jun 2, 1980 "Labor Looks at the '80's", from The Commonwealth.


Aug 31, 1980 Face the Nation, transcript.

Sep 1, 1980 Labor Day message.

Sep 8, 1980 Address to the International Association of Industrial Accident Boards and Commissions, Detroit.


Nov 18, 1980 Remarks to the Institute of Socioeconomic Studies.

Nov 19, 1980 Fraser accepting the humanitarian award of the B'nai B'rith.


Apr 3, 1981 Testimony of Howard Young, Special Consultant to the President, UAW, before the Committee on Ways and means, U.S. House of Representatives, on the tax aspects of the President's economic plan.


Apr 30, 1981 Statement to the Committee on Finance, U.S. Senate, on the Tax Aspects of the President's Economic Program.

May 21, 1981 Labor Looks at Health, address to the Middle Atlantic health Congress, Atlantic City.


Jun 4, 1981 Role of Labor Director, address to the leadership of Locals 1183, 404, 1212, and 435, in Wilmington. Delaware.


Jun 11, 1981 Remarks to UN Symposium, Detroit.


Sep 14, 1981   Address to the Economic Club of Detroit,


Dec 9, 1981   Press Conference regarding the UAW-IEB Decision on Renegotiations, Solidarity House, Detroit.

Jan 24, 1982   Address before the 1982 UAW Legislative Conference, Washington, D.C.

Feb 16, 1982   Remarks before Skilled Trades Conference, Detroit.


Apr 28, 1982   Address to the IMF World Auto Conference, Tokyo.


Jun 22, 1982   UAW's View of HMO's and Containment of Health Care Cost, address to 1982 Group Health Institute, Group Health Association of America, Detroit.


Aug 1, 1982   Campaign statement for Bill Clay, St. Louis, Missouri.

Aug 21, 1982   Speech to the Seventh Annual Convention of the National Association of Black Journalists, Detroit.


Sep 22, 1982   Statement before the Subcommittee on Trade of the House Committee on Ways and Means on H.R. 5133,

Nov 9, 1982    Lansing Area Joint Labor-Management Committee, statement.

Dec 8, 1982    Jewish Labor Commission, "Fraser tied up in Chrysler negotiations. Speech given by Owen Bieber".


Jan 24, 1983   Acceptance remarks, Hubert H. Humphrey Civil Rights Award of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, Washington, D.C.

Jan 24, 1983   Statement on Health Insurance for the Unemployed, before the U.S. House of Representatives Committee on Energy and Commerce.


Apr 9, 1983    Remarks at Jefferson-Jackson Day Dinner, Detroit.

